Jilin Normal University, founded in 1958, is a key university in Jilin Province. It is located in Siping City. The campus covers an area of 920,000 square meters. The university serves as the main institution in providing higher education for teachers in Jilin province. A training center for provincial teachers at all levels has also been established. At present, there are 22 colleges, 2 teaching sections and 27 research units. 117 laboratories are available for different research and the library has 1.8 million volumes. 54 courses of study for four-year programs and 80 courses for Master degrees are offered. The diverse student population has an enrollment of over 27,000, and 15,155 of which are full time. The 1394 faculty-member includes 868 teachers and specialists including 422 of which are associate and full professors. 10 professors are Doctoral student advisors.

The quality of education is a central emphasis at our university. The focus is on the integration of knowledge, professional skills and the moral integrity of the students. The university aims to train students to follow the principles in accordance with spirits, morality, global perspective and capability of teaching. Students graduating from this university are in high demand and highly praised by the community and work enterprises.

Jilin Normal University is very active in developing academic programs and exchange opportunities. Jilin Normal University has established relationships with universities in the United States, Russia, Japan, Korea, Australia, and UK. It is authorized to be the one of the host institutes to accept Chinese Government Scholarship students in 2006.

Jilin Normal University continues to welcome foreign students to study at our university. Currently, students from Russia, Spain, Belarus, Ukraine, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Vietnam, Lao, Grenada, and Nigeria are studying here. The institute of International Culture Exchange will provide the best services possible to meet their need and to make their stay comfortable. Most courses of studies are available to them.

Mankind has entered a new century. Peace and development, the two main themes of the modern world offer possibilities and opportunities for the development of education. In its nearly 53 years, Jilin Normal University has contributed to local education and economic construction. We expect to expand our resources and diversify our educational opportunities to create a new university, which is open and modernized as well as a university which is welcomed by the community.
DEGREE’S PROGRAMS

Bachelor’s Degree (4 Years)

1. Chinese Literature
2. Media Communication
3. Teaching Chinese as Foreign Language
4. Law
5. History
6. Editing and Publishing Science
7. Education for Elementary School Teachers
8. Psychology
9. Pedagogy
10. Pre-teaching Education
11. Public Administration
13. Financial Management
14. Marketing
15. Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
16. Statistics
17. Physics
18. Applied Physics
19. Chemistry
20. Applied Chemistry
21. Computer Science and Technology
22. Information Management and Information System
23. Software Engineering
24. Biology Science
25. Biological Technology
26. Geography Science
27. Management of Tour Service
28. Geography Management System
29. Audio-visual Education
30. Broadcasting and TV Editing
31. Physical Education
32. Social Sports
33. Sports Training Theory
34. Art
35. Art Design
36. Painting
37. Animation
38. Music
39. Musical Performance
40. Electronic Information Engineering
41. Communication Engineering
42. Environment Engineering
43. Environment Science
44. International Economy and Trade
45. Finance
46. Social Service

Master’s Degree (3 Years)

1. Basic Mathematics
2. Computational Mathematics
3. Probability Theory and Mathematics Statistics
4. Applied Mathematics
5. Operational Research and Cybernetics
6. Law Theory
7. Ethnics
8. Pedagogy Principle
9. Development and Education Physiology
10. Physical Education and Training
11. Theory of Literature and Art
12. Linguistics and Applied Linguistics
13. Chinese Characters
14. Chinese Contemporary Literature
15. Art
16. Specialized History
17. Chinese Ancient History
18. Chinese Modern History
19. Theoretical Physics
20. Agglutinate Physics
21. Abiochemistry
22. Physical Chemistry
23. Geography
24. Material Physics and Chemistry
25. Physical Electronics
26. Applied Computer Technology

Estimated Costs of Self-financed International Students

Registration fee: CNY 450 yuan / semester
Tuition fee: CNY 7,000 yuan / semester for Language Training, CNY 16,000 yuan / year for Bachelor Degree, and CNY 20,000 yuan / year for Master Degree.
Teaching materials: Shall be charged by the
price of the teaching materials. 
Accommodation: CNY 40 yuan/day/person for Double Room, CNY 60 yuan/day/person for Single Room. Separate bath room, air conditioner, refrigerator, TV, telephone (land-line), ADSL access to internet.
Others: Telephone and internet should be paid by the students themselves.

Contact Information:

Office of International Exchange and Cooperation
Jilin Normal University
1301 Haifeng Street, Siping City, Jilin Province, P. R. China 136000
Tel: 0086-434-3290040
Fax: 0086-434-3290363
E-mail: jlnuwsc@126.com
Website: www.jlnu.edu.cn